
Healthy working everywhere

R-Go Viva Ergonomic laptop bag
Purchase a bag and support the Agua Viva foundation.

With integrated laptop stand

Includes an integrated laptop stand that 
can be easily adjusted to eye level. Work 

ergonomically everywhere!

Social product

By purchasing this bag you help people in 
need, as we donate 20% of the production 

costs to the Agua Viva foundation.

Gold certified leather

For our laptop bag we have chosen 
leather with the highest certification 

of the international organization LWG 
“Leather Working Group”.

With adjustable shoulder strap

Made in Brazil

Height adjustable

Includes an integrated laptop 
stand that can be easily 

adjusted to eye level.

Also available in black

Extra compartments

The bag is equipped with extra 
storage options for a separate 
keyboard and mouse.
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Check 

out this 

video!

Sustainable LWG Gold rated leather

With R-Go logo



R-Go Viva laptop bag assortment

R-Go Viva

RGOAVLAPBL RGOAVLAPBR

Color Black Brown

Social project

By buying the R-Go Viva laptop bag you help people in 
need. Approximately 20% of the production costs of the 
laptop bag are donated to the Agua Viva foundation. 
This foundation has a heart for people in need and offers 
rehabilitation trajects in Brazil. This way Agua Viva is able 
to give even more people a new chance! This is one of the 
projects which makes us a Bcorp!

Laptops are ideal for working everywhere. 
Unfortunately, they are not designed for 
healthy working and provoke a hunched 
posture. It’s precisely this posture that is 
stressful for the neck and shoulders. We 
have developed the R-Go Viva laptop bag, 
which makes it possible to work healthily 
everywhere. 

Healthy laptop use

Stay in touch www.r-go-tools.com+31 (0)345 758 000 info@r-go-tools.com

Create your ergonomic workplace anywhere.

Our laptop bag is equipped with a 
height adjustable stand, so you can 
elevate your screen to eye level. You 
will automatically sit in an upright 
position. The bag is also equipped 
with extra pockets for a separate 
keyboard and mouse.


